
Salesforce - MS Dynamics NAV (Navision) Data Integration

WHITE PAPER

Simple and Powerful

“Using RapidiOnline has made it much easier to get 
started with the data integration. It has a user-friendly 
interface and you are up and running in no time.

RapidiOnline makes it so easy to replicate data to 
the Navision database. Nice people to work with 
too, they provide excellent support. 

I highly recommend this application!”

Christian Tyrrestrup, Consultant



Business Issues to solve

- The need to synchronise customers, 
accounts, product information  
between salesforce.com and e.g.  
MS Dynamics NAV

- The need to pass opportunities 
from salesforce.com to ERP systems 
where they are automatically  
created and processed.

- The need to see sales history from 
ERP system in salesforce.com.

RapidiOnline is a Software-as-a-service that enables you to seamlessly integrate  
Salesforce and MS Dynamics NAV (Navision) in a simple, cost-effective and straightforward 
manner. With our pre-configured service you will be up-and-running in no time.

RapidiOnline is a hosted data integration solution that easily integrates 
Salesforce with MS Dynamics NAV (Navision). RapidiOnline provides 
pre-configured standard data integration that is ready to use immediately 
after subscribing to our service. The configuration can easily be 
extended and adapted to your specific needs.

The Salesforce - MS Dynamics NAV integration at RapidiOnline is  
available in 3 different versions: Light, Standard and Advanced. You 
pay a fixed monthly fee and there are no extra costs for software  
maintenance and updates. You only pay as long as you use the service 
and you only pay for the functionality needed.

The integration solutions at RapidiOnline eliminate duplicated data  
entry and replicates data so that the users of each system benefit from 
up-to-date data. The pre-configured set-up at RapidiOnline integrates 
account, product and pricelist information between Salesforce and MS 
Dynamics NAV (Navision) – easily and securely.

Features

Rapid Implementation:  
Pre-configured with account, product and pricelist  objects. Additional objects and fields can be configured.

RapidiConnector: 
Unique technology that ensures fast and secure data communication between Salesforce and MS Dynamics NAV. 
 
Safe and secure: 
Direct and transaction safe data transfer without storing data outside Salesforce and MS Dynamics NAV.

3 Different Versions: 
Available in Light, Standard and Advanced
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Let's add our 
new sales order 
into salesforce

Yeahr!
Congrats to 
them!

YES, and with the service 
from RapidiOnline Marc, Stan 
and Ruby will receive the 
information immediatly.

Great!

Hey Guys, I can see in our 
system, that Steve, Bob and 
Tony got the order. Great!

Benefits

Fastest time to market:
- Rapid Implementation: Pre-configured 
- Up and running in no time!  
- Configuration, no coding. 
- Data Integration within days instead of months

Lowest Costs:
- No initial licensing costs 
- Fixed monthly fee 
- Fixed price for configuration 
- No extra costs for software maintenance and updates 
- You only pay as long as you use it 
- You only pay for the functionality needed

Business Improvement:
- Always up-to-date data 
- More efficient business routine 
- More efficient interactions with customers 
- Improved customer service 
- Improved sales conversion rates 
- Liberating valuable resources

Flexible solution:
- Pre-configured integration set-up 
- Easy to adapt and extend to your specific needs  
- Easy to extend with custom developed objects
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WebServices
SSL

Native DB protocol
packed, compressed
opt. encrypted

The RapidiConnector: Communication… fast and secure

The RapidiOnline Services run with a unique technology called the RapidiConnector that ensures compressed and 
secure data transfer between RapidiOnline and the different On-Premise systems. For best efficiency and security the 
data is compressed and encrypted.

Our aim is to provide services that take advantage of this unique technology in order to make it easier and faster 
for you to get started. Our unique technology ensures that the On-Demand solution is working just as efficient as 
the On-Premise version.

RapidiConnector: Reduced time and bandwidth

The RapidiConnector resides in your On-Premise network connecting outbound to the central RapidiOnline Service 
and enables two-way communication between RapidiOnline and your On-Premise systems. 

This has the advantage that you don’t have to change anything in your network or firewalls in order to deploy  
Rapidi -Online integration. The connections from the RapidiConnector are all outbound to RapidiOnline. No  
inbound connections are made and no inbound ports have to be opened in your firewall. Your internal systems stay 
secured and protected. This makes it very easy to get started. 

The communication between RapidiOnline and the RapidiConnector is using a proprietary protocol which is highly 
efficient in terms of reducing the total amount of data and the number of packages sent and received to an  
absolute minimum. The protocol first joins e.g. 50 records in 1 package thereby stripping off all Meta information, 
so that only the relevant data is sent. Furthermore the package is compressed before sending. This results in the most  
efficient data transfer. This method can reduce the amount of data needed to be sent by a factor up to 50. This 
means e.g. instead of sending 1000 bytes for each customer record the RapidiConnector only needs to send 20 
bytes. This reduces both the time and the bandwidth needed dramatically.

Because of the proprietary protocol and the compression it is practically impossible to decipher the data transmitted. 
This increases the security. If extra security is needed the data can also be encrypted.



The Service Configuration
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The Service Configuration

Configure

Here you find parameters to  
configure the setup in order 
to connect to the different  
systems: In order to be able 
to connect to your local 
MS Dynamics NAV server 
you first need to download 
and install a small service called 
the RapidiConnector.

The RapidiConnector must be   
configured wih the  given 
parameters specific to your  
service. The RapidiConnector 
will connect to RapidiOnline’s 
central service and keep that 
connection open. 

The connection will then be used 
to transfer data between your  
local database and other systems. 

Dashboard

The Service Dashboard gives 
you an overview of the different  
services. 

It shows e.g. the status of the 
service - whether it is running or 
not. Furthermore you can see if 
any schedules are overdue etc.

RapidiOnline consists of a back end user interface, where the entire data integration 
set-up is configured. In the following pages you will see a sample set-up to give you 
an idea of how RapidiOnline works.
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Configure (cont.)

Under “Configure Salesforce”
you need to put in the  
parameters in order to connect 
to salesforce.com

Run transfer

The “Run Transfer” tab shows 
a the complete list of transfers 
you can specifically run, edit 
and delete by clicking the  
specific icons.

When running a specific  
transfer the message window 
below the list will give you the 
need feedback.

Edit Transfer

You can run, edit and delete 
all transfers.
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Show transfer

Clicking on each single  
transfer you can see all the  
details, such as the general 
information, source control, 
table links (key fields), fieldlist 
(mapping) etc.

You can edit and copy an  
existing transfer, edit fieldlist 
and numerous of other  
information.
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Run Group

The “Run Group” tab shows a 
the complete list of group of 
transfers which you can run, 
edit and delete by clicking the 
specific icons.

When running a specific transfer 
the message window below 
the list will give you the need  
feedback.

Schedule

The “Schedule” tab shows a 
complete list of schedules. 

Log

The “Log” tab shows the log list 
of each transfer. 

You can click on each log to get 
into details.

Copyright © 2010 RapidiOnline.  All Rights Reserved

About RapidiOnline

RapidiOnline provides agile data exchange and data integration solutions - delivered both as on-demand or on-premise  

solutions. Our mission is to revolutionise how the world engages and deals with their data and systems – transforming data 

integration from a complex to a simple task. 

Since 1987 RapidiOnline’s products have delivered value with a compelling combination of performance, flexibility and  

reliability. RapidiOnline has customers worldwide, that rely on us to manage and integrate their critical data. RapidiOnline is 

based in Denmark and France. Sign Up for a Trial already today!
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Contact Information

Sales
Helle Johansen
hj@rapidionline.com
+45 7384 8550

Design & Marketing
Beate Thomsen
bt@rapidionline.com
+45 7384 8559
+33 468 206 200

Demo, Technical Support
Thomas Borring
tb@rapidionline.com
+45 7384 8554

Business Relations
Michael Bock
mb@rapidionline.com
+45 7384 8556
+33 468 206 200

RapidiOnline - Data Integration made easy
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